
Performance you can 
rely on thanks to the 
unique technologies built 
into every Mira Sport.

fliP over and get
inside multi-fit™

Sensi-flo™

Sensi-flo™ technology can detect a loss of flow 
from a blocked handset or kinked hose and 
will cut power to the heater tank, protecting 
the unit and keeping the user safe.

opti-flo™

opti-flo™ technology simply maximises flow 
whatever the mains temperature. the user can 
leave their power setting on high all year round 
and still get a cooler shower in the summer.

Clearscale™

Clearscale™ technology features our patented 
dualelement™ heater tank, which is designed to 
reduce limescale build up. the result is a shower 
that will last up to twice as long as other electrics.
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a winning 
PerforManCe
Mira SPort Max
the Mira Sport Max is the UK’s most powerful shower and now it’s 
in even better shape with airboost™. a world first in flow boosting 
technology, this smart bit of engineering puts in an outstanding 
performance without using any more water so everyone’s a winner.



adjustable fittings Kit
Use existing screw holes for a faster, 
cleaner fit or match to grout lines

large footprint
Covers screw holes and marks left by a previous 
installation, so no need to re-tile

dual Position terminal Block
Moveable terminal block for a fast fit, trouble free 
electrical connection to the left or right

Multiple water inlets
accepts connection from the left, right, top, bottom 
or rear, so there’s no need to adjust pipework

the perfect  
retrofit solution

the entire Mira Sport range is packed 
with the following features:

•	 adjustable slide bar fits over holes left by a previous shower kit

•	 large 110mm 4 spray showerhead with rub-clean nozzles

•	 Slimline aesthetic with chrome detailing to 
match other bathroom accessories

•	 Phased shutdown flushes hot water from the 
tank to make it safe for the next user

•	 thermostatic temperature control on Mira Sport thermostatic

available in the following options

Just when you thought 
the Mira Sport range 
couldn’t get any 
better, we went and 
strengthened the side. in a 

leagUe of 
itS own
Mira SPort MUlti-fit™

the new Mira Sport Multi-fit™ is the kind of star shower 
every installer should have on their side. it accepts water 
and electrical connections from the left, right, top, bottom 
or rear and its large footprint means it can retrofit over more 
products than any other shower on the market. as the only 
true retrofit electric, it’s changing the game for the trade.

7.5kw 9.0kw 9.8kw 10.8kw

Mira SPort    
Mira SPort tHerMoStatiC  
Mira SPort MUlti-fit™  
Mira SPort Max  

Cable entry pointswater entry points
*Mira Sport Multi-fit™ comes with 1 moveable terminal block, image for representational purposes only

water and cable entry points


